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Merricks: Truth and freedom II

Timelessness. How credible is the idea that propositions change the truth values? Not very. Merricks 34says:
‘ First, for each . . .without qualification. ’ How to understand these ideas? Perhaps thus:

(i) For each way 𝑤 things are, there is a proposition 𝑝𝑤 representing 𝑤.
(ii) But some 𝑤s undergo change.
(iii) For every 𝑤 undergoing change, for every 𝑝𝑤: 𝑝𝑤 also undergoes change.

This is problematic: if a certain ‘ way ’ changes, it must remain the same way. That’s why we talk of a change
of that way. But of course, that’s not so: when the way changes, another way emerges. We say:

(16-1) Yesterday things looked good (one way), now they don’t look good (another way).

Indeed, Merricks himself doesn’t talk of ways changing. What’s changing are individual objects: at 𝑡, 𝑂 was 𝐹.
Then at 𝑡′ > 𝑡, 𝑂 was ∼𝐹. Fair enough: that’s how we speak in (16-1), too. But isn’t this just a paraphrase of
saying that a different way came to be? At 𝑡, the world was one way—namely, 𝑂 was 𝐹. At 𝑡′ it was another
way—namely, 𝑂 was ∼𝐹.

In other words, as long as you link (conceptually) propositions to ways of the world, there is no reason
to think that propositions change their truth value (because of the changes in the world). Ways are snapshots
of how the world is at a particular time, so are the corresponding propositions. Taken differently, this is an
argument for evaluating only dated propositions. From an undisputed fact of changes of the world you can’t
directly infer that propositions change their truth values.

Merricks 35then concludes, presumably by some kind of abduction:

(i) Either all propositions exist in time, or none does.
(ii) But some propositions clearly do exist in time.
(iii) Therefore, all propositions do.

For a proposition to ‘ exist in time ’ is simply to have its truth value to be assigned at a particular time. Some
propositions change their truth values, others don’t. So also the proposition ⟦SB sits at 𝑡⟧ exists in time, though
its truth value does not change. I have claimed, however, that (ii) is dubious.

The Main Argument is question-begging? Merricks 35ffproposes to argue that the Main Argument contains
a petitio principii fallacy: its premiss (1) rests on the conclusion. That is, we are apt to accept (1) only because
we already accept the conclusion, though implicitly so.

To drive the point home, Merricks constructs a Parody argument 35about the future. The argument begins
with the premiss that Jones has no choice over some future truth about a present fact and finishes with the
conclusion that Jones has no choice over that present fact. This sounds like sophistry. Merricks 36concurs: the
argument is intuitively bad, because it has a petitio principii in its minor premiss—namely, the same ‘ Truism ’.
We want to say that you have no choice over the truth of 𝑃 precisely because you have no choice over 𝑃 (i.e.
over the fact expressed/described by 𝑃).

Merricks then formulates a ‘ general corollary ’: having no choice over 𝐴’s truth presupposes having no
choice over what 𝐴 depends on (this last coy expression reflects the difficulties we saw before with formulating
the ‘ Truism ’ in general terms.)
Remark 1. To pause for a moment: I want to lodge two unfriendly complaints. (i) How does the premiss ‘ presuppose ’
the conclusion? There is, of course, no question about the premiss entailing the conclusion. So presumably we must say
something like this: we should accept the premiss only because we accept the conclusion first. That’s what Merricks says
in footnote 10: we may only accept (1*) having accepted (3*) and ‘ Truism ’ first. But that’s not clear. It may be that you
accept (1*) on the intuitive grounds that are no worse than the grounds for ‘ Truism ’. (1*) may be a truism as good as the
truism ‘ Truism ’.

(ii) Throughout the paper (of course, along with many other authors) Merricks talks about ‘ not having a choice about
𝑋 ’. But this talk is perverse. I do say things like:

(16-2) a. I can choose (whether) to drink coffee or tea.
b. I have chosen to drink coffee.

But I don’t say:

(16-3) I can choose about: ⟦SB drinking coffee⟧ is true.



This is gammon. As Aristotle observed, the object of choice is a practical action of the subject. This limits the range of
legitimate locutions involving ‘ choice ’. If (16-3) means anything at all, it must be paraphrased along the lines of (16-2a).
But then both the Main argument or the Parody argument can’t take off.

In any event, Merricks’ question-beggingness objection to the Main Argument is just this: we 37must think that
Jones has no choice about the past truth of ⟦Jones sits at 𝑡⟧ (premiss 1) because we must also think that Jones
has no choice about sitting at 𝑡 (the conclusion 3). And why would anyone think that? That is, there is an
undefended premiss that the fatalist has smuggled into his argument. Or rather, we would accept this premiss,
once we have already accepted the fatalistic conclusion.

Merricks 38also considers replacing (1) with (1**) in which case the Main Argument is not question-begging,
but becomes invalid:

(1**) ⟦Jones sits at 𝑡⟧ was true a thousand years ago.
(2) Necessarily, if ⟦Jones sits at 𝑡⟧ was true a thousand years ago, then Jones sits at 𝑡.
(3) Therefore, Jones has no choice about sitting at 𝑡.

Question 2. Explain why this argument is invalid.

Finally, note that you could construct a valid argument:

(1**) ⟦Jones sits at 𝑡⟧ will be true a thousand years from now.
(2**) Necessarily, if ⟦Jones sits at 𝑡⟧ will be true a thousand years from now, then Jones has no choice about

⟦Jones sits at 𝑡⟧.
(3) Jones has no choice about ⟦Jones sits at 𝑡⟧.

This argument is valid, but now (2**) is not intuitively plausible.
Question 3. Examine (2**).
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